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Bosch fridge alarm manual

en 28 operating tips ■ After the application has been changed over, it can take several hours until the temperature has been set. Do not put food in the device in advance. ■ The fully automated NoFrost system ensures that the freezer compartments remain free of ice. Defrosting is not required. ■ The place of housing is sometimes heated a little. This
prevents condenser in the area of the sealed door. ■ If the frozen door can't immediately re-open after it's closed, wait until the resulting pressure causes upwards. Fig temperature settings. Frizer Temperature can be set from -16°C to -26 °C.Keep pressing temperature setting button 3 until the required freezer temperature is set. The last value selected
saved. The temperature is set to indicate on display temperature of 4. Fig Alam function. The alarm threshold alarms the alarm (continuous sound) changes on whether the device's door is opened for longer than a minute. Close the door to change the warning signal. Thaw alarm When the 5 alarm button is pressed, the temperature display indicates for five
seconds the warmer temperature reaches the freezer compartments. Then this value is deleted. The 4 display indicates the freezer compartments temperature compartments without flashing. Therein is warmer temperatures will be redeemed and saved. Temperature alarm to temperature switch on if the freezer compartments is too hot and the food in the
freezer is at risk of twwing. Temperature display 4 flashlight and the alarm 5 button is lit. The alarm can be switched over without any risk for the freezer meal: ■ When the application is switched on, ■ when large quantities of fresh food are placed in the device, ■ if the frozen compartments door open too long. Page 2 highlights 29 Power failure alarm Fig. The
power failure to change alarm about whether the freezer or the fridge compartments are too hot due to a power failure and the food is at risk of balancing. The alarm button 5 is lit and PI appears on the temperature display 4.Note by refreshing twing or thawed feeding. Only ready meals (boiled or fried) can be refrozen. No store the product in freezer for the
max storage period. Switching the face alarm. Press the alarm 5 button to change the warning signal. Information about ability to capabilities on the user capability can be found inside your device on the rating plate. Figure, Fully utilisation volume freezer to the maximum amount of food can be placed in the freezer by removing all supplies. The food can be
stacked directly on the shelves and at the bottom of the freezer compartments. NoteTo comply with the indicated values on the rating patch, the movie at the very top must remain in the device. Remove the equipment ■ pull out the iced food container all the way, rise to the front and remove. Figure %■ If devices feature a mirror marker, the letter can be taken
out. Face. &amp; ■ Freezer Compartments Flashlight Fig.'1. Open Freezer Compartments Flashlight Page 3 Highlights 30 Information about iced capabilities about the ability to max. Freeze within 24 hours can be found on the rating plate. Figures, Prerequisites for max. Freeze Fitness ■ Switch on super freezing before placing product fees in the
compartments (see chapter entitled Super Freeze). ■ Remove the supplies ■ The food can be stacked directly on the shelves and at the bottom of the freezer compartments. NoteDo doesn't cover the slits slits on the rear panel and eats frozen. ■ Freeze large amounts of food preferably in the very top compartments where food freeze particularly quickly and
therefore also gentle. Freeze and stored frozen Food Shopper ■ Packaging must not be damaged. ■ Use not used by date. ■ Temperatures in the supermarket freezer must be -18°C or lower. ■ If possible, transport deep food to an isolated bag and set quickly into the freezer compartments. Note When loading products ■ Preferably freeze large amounts of
food in the top compartments, where freeze foods particularly quickly and therefore are also gentle. ■ Don't cover the slits cracks on the rear panel and frozen food. ■ Place the food on all areas in compartments or containers to eat freeze. NoteFood is already frozen not to be coming in touch with the food that is to be frozen. If necessary, move the frozen
food to the iced food container. ■ To ensure air circulation of the device, insert frozen food container all the way. Freeze Freeze Freeze Freeze and Eat Spotless Only. To maintain better nutritional value, flavors and colors, vegetables should be whiteened before you freeze. Aubergines, peppers, zucchini and asparagus do not require blanching. Literature on
freeze and blanching can be found in bookstore. Remakeep the food that is to be frozen away by food that is already frozen. Page 4 highlights 31 ■ These foods are suitable for freezer: cakes and pasteri, fish and seafood, meat, toys, poultry, vegetables, fruit, eggs, eggs without shells, cultural products such as cheese, butter and quarters, ready meals and
restaurants such as soup, cooked meat and fish, dishes of potatoes, breath and desert. ■ These foods are not suitable for freezers: Types of vegetables, which are usually consumed before its entire body, such as lettuce or radish, eggs of shells, grapes, all apples, beans and peace, hard-boiled eggs, yogurt, stitched milk, cream fraîche and mayonnais.
Wrapping food frozen to prevent the food from losing its flavor or drying it, place in the air containers.1. Put food in wrapping.2. Remove air.3. Seal the wraping.4. Label wrapping and contents with dates of sneakers. Suitable packaging: plastic film, tubular film made of polyethylene, aluminum paper, freezer containers. These products are available through
specialist outlet. Instituter Wrapping: Wrapping paper, greseproof paper, cellophane, brain ligament and unusable commercial bag. Suitable item for sealed feeding pack: Bond Tires, Plastic string, cold-resisting adhesive tape, etc. Bags and tubular films made of polyethylene can be sealed with a movie heat seal. Shelf life storage feed freeze depends on the
type of food. At a temperature of -18°C: ■ Fish, sausage, ready meals and cakes and pastors: up to 6 months ■ Cheese, poultry and meat: up to 8 months ■ Vegetables and fruits: Up to 12 months Super Freeze Freeze should be frozen solid as quickly as possible in order to maintain vitamins, nutritional values, apparel and flavors. Several hours before
putting fresh food in the freezer compartments, switch on super freezers to prevent an unwanted temperature increase. This device runs constantly and the freezer compartments drop at a very low temperature. If the max. freeze ability is to be used, super frizing must be switched on for 24 hours prior to the fresh product set of the freezer compartments.
Smaller amounts of food (up to 2 kg) can be frozen without super freezes. This manual is related to the following products: 1 Table of Contents 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 1 516 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 32 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 67 68 69 70 71 72
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